CLASSIFICATION

Read each row of words. Fill in the missing word. Choose from the two words below. Print it on the line.

1. lunch breakfast ( )
   food supper

2. snow hail ( )
   sleet sun

3. pig horse ( )
   animal cow

4. apples peaches ( )
   vegetables pears

5. cars trains ( )
   ticket buses

6. evergreen palm ( )
   oak trees

7. crunch roar ( )
   moan sounds

8. Atlantic Pacific ( )
   Indian ocean

9. aunt uncle ( )
   niece relative

10. baseball soccer ( )
    tennis sports

11. red green ( )
    brown colors

12. beans carrots ( )
    fruit peas

ANSWERS

1. supper
2. sleet
3. cow
4. pears
5. buses
6. oak
7. moan
8. Indian
9. niece
10. tennis
11. brown
12. peas